MCINTOSH MX1375 REFERENCE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM FOR 2022 GRAND WAGONEER

THE FIRST-EVER MCINTOSH AUTOMOTIVE REFERENCE SYSTEM
The McIntosh MX1375 Reference Entertainment System is meticulously designed and engineered to create a truly immersive audio experience within the Grand Wagoneer and bring reference quality sound to the road.

**AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY IN THE GRAND WAGONEER.**

---

**MCINTOSH ADVANTAGE**

- Audio tuning by McIntosh provides the experience of a live performance, guaranteeing long-term and fatigue-free listening satisfaction.

- 23 speakers—including one of the highest performing 12-inch subwoofers in the industry—in 16 optimal locations to create an immersive surround sound experience.

- Up to 1375 Watts of clean, uninterrupted power delivered through a 24-channel amplifier.

- Unique Adaptive 3D Surround Processing uses algorithms based on the music to produce the perfect, custom 3D sonic stage.

- Power Guard® Technology for crystal clear audio at high output levels.

- LD/HP® (Low Distortion/High Performance) speaker design maintains low distortion performance for clean, crisp sound at all output levels.

- Advanced materials and technologies to make components lighter, yet stronger, so speakers deliver remarkable sonic reproduction.
McIntosh has a long and iconic history of creating the ultimate entertainment experience for discriminating listeners around the world. The brand’s core philosophy is to deliver consistent and distortion-free audio reproduction of the highest quality in any environment. McIntosh wants listeners to do more than just hear the music; we want you to live it and experience it. Just the way the artist intended.
The McIntosh MX1375 Reference System brings reference quality sound to the Grand Wagoneer. Adaptive 3D Surround Processing uses algorithms to “adapt” to the source material and add just the right amount of reverb effect only to the audio signals that need it. This innovative technology creates a customized and amazingly realistic sense of space. Together with McIntosh’s patented Power Guard® technology and LD/HP® speaker design, it’s like having an audiophile quality McIntosh home audio system in your Grand Wagoneer.
Two American icons—McIntosh and Wagoneer—have partnered for the first time to redefine the luxury SUV space with an extraordinary listening experience designed specifically for the open road. With a shared heritage of outstanding quality and exacting standards, the two prestigious brands worked harmoniously to recreate McIntosh’s world-famous signature sound within the Ultra-Premium Grand Wagoneer. The result is an immersive acoustic experience that doesn’t just sound sensational but transports you to your favorite concert hall.
The MX1375 Entertainment System incorporates several iconic styling cues from luxury McIntosh home audio systems into the artisanal cabin of the Grand Wagoneer. The beloved blue meters and metal ridged control knobs highlight the information display, while aluminum speaker frames and illuminated McIntosh logos carry the spirit of the legendary audio brand throughout the vehicle’s luxurious interior.